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ABSTRACT 
My aim is to explore the connections between late 
sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century English views about. 
women and the drama of the period. More specifically, I have 
chosen to analyze the lead female characters in Arden of 
Feversham, A Woman Killed With Kindness, and A Yorkshire 
Tragedy to see how they function as wives and to determine 
what their characterizations say about and to the society in 
which they w~re created. 
A society's entertainments reflect that society's beliefs 
and customs in myriad ways. Entertainment, in this case 
drama, is a fascinating way to obtain insight on a particular 
culture at any given point in time. By examining the dramatic 
texts in conjunction with historical research, I hope to show 
how a woman's place in society, particularly the family, may 
have been reinforced by these forms of public entertainment. 
Women's roles in Tudor and Stuart society were 
undoubtedly influenced by a great many factors. In this 
paper, I attempt to connect Alice Arden, Anne Frankford and 
the Wife of Yorkshire to actual social convention by showing 
that these female characters and their stories may have been 
constructed purposely to address the issue of a wife's proper 
place in. the home. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The relationship between the sexes, sometimes harmonious, 
sometimes cacophonous, and always fascinating, is very often 
the foundation upon which the world's great film, literature, 
and drama is tonstructed. In the year 1991 it is easyi yet 
surprising, to see that the nature of this involvement between 
male and female has changed only in details since the glorious 
days of Elizabethan England and its plays Arden of Feversham, 
A Yorkshire Tragedy, and A Woman Killed With Kindness. 
History books are useful in piecing together bits of 
information which can help the researcher gain a better 
understanding of a particular political movement or style of 
dress. However, history texts are just that: texts. And the 
authors of texts have a way of incorporating a rather 
selective memory. However, when the study of a period's 
entertainment is coupled with a study of its history one can 
obtain a much deeper look at the beliefs and tastes of a 
particular culture. 
In 1991, film can be compared to the drama of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in that it is both popular 
and accessible. What do the movies of this day and age 
reflect about the cultures in which we all live? Often crime, 
romance, and science fiction are the focus of films which 
provide entertainment to the people of the twentieth century. 
In looking at the way in which criminals, relationships 
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between the sexes, and science are viewed, an interesting 
general perspective on society's mind set in 1991 can be 
·gathered. What did the drama say about English culture in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries? And, likewise, what did 
the c~lture have to say about this type of entertainment? In 
looking at Arden of Feversham, A Woman Killed With Kin~ness, 
and A Yorkshire Tragedy, I will examine one aspect of the 
relationship between culture and drama, more specifically, the 
role of women characters in relation to Tudor and Jacobean 
culture. 
History, in terms of wars and the lives of royalty, was 
a popular subject for the plays of Elizabeth I's reign, but 
most fascinating to us, perhaps, is the role of women and the 
"battle" of the sexes within many dramas produced in this 
period. History has been traditionally recounted from a male 
perspective. Historically, men have been better educated and, 
thus, considered more capable and credible in their ability to 
record important events. Thus, the role of women in histor7 
can be recovered from texts written from one perspective: 
male. By examining the drama of the period (also written by 
males) in terms of these male histories and by taking into 
account the fact that an incredibly powerful woman was ruling 
England, one can construct an interesting perspective on the 
role of women in late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century 
England. A synopsis of the position of women in this male-
dominated society during the period from 1592 through 1608, 
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the time-frame of the three dramas under consideration here, 
occurs in William Shakespeare's Measure for Measure: 
Duke: What, are you married? 
Mariana: No, my lord. 
Duke: Are you a maid? 
Mariana: No, my lord. 
Duke: A widow, then? 
Mariana: Neither, my lord. 
Duke: Why, you are nothing, then- neither maid, 
widow, nor wife? (V.i.171-78) 
Women were defined in terms 9f their relationships to men, and 
for a woman not to be in some way associated with man as 
either a daughter, wife, or widow was to be unnatural, a 
"nothing." The Duke in Measure For Measure fails to 
comprehend how Mariana cannot be in one of the accepted, or 
expected, categories of women. The lead female characters in 
Arden of Feversham, A Woman Killed With Kindness, and A 
Yorkshire Tragedy have significant roles because of their 
relation to the men in their lives, and these relationships 
suggest that there was a didactic purpose underlying the 
entertaining facade of these productions. In addition to 
being wives and mothers, these women also encompass a range 
which has "murderess" at one extreme and "martyr" at the 
other. These plays illustrate, both negatively and 
positively, the expected position of woman in a patriarchal 
society that well may have felt threatened by Elizabeth's 
indomitable personality. Although some critics have viewed 
these plays in light of their great dramatic impact, I am 
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primarily interested in their perspective on the social issue 
of woman's role as wife. 
At the time of Arden of Feversham's composition, 
Elizabeth I was on England's throne defying marital 
convention, wielding great power, and always speaking her 
mind. The men of this patriarchal era had to be concerned. 
What could the ramif~cations of Elizabeth's reign be for their 
women? Joan Kelly argues, though, that Elizabeth's lack of 
overt femininity may ·have a~suaged rather than incited men's 
fears: 
Indeed, if anyone sought to assimilate herself to 
the Renaissance notion of the virago, it was 
Elizabeth the virginal, "honorary male." As 
queen, she gave no indication in her manner or deeds 
that other women could excel in any way. (Kelly 88) 
Vern Bullough also feels that Elizabeth's reign had little if 
any effect on women's roles in a society whose focus was on 
woman as wife, mother, and domestic goddess (Bullough 189). 
In an age when arranged marriages were very common among 
the upper-middle and aristocratic classes, a wife was still 
expected to remain faithful to her husband, raise children, 
and manage an efficient household. A marriage was, to a large 
extent, a business proposition and, whether or not the woman 
enjoyed being married to her assigned husband, that was her 
non-negotiable duty. A young woman could refuse her parents' 
decision on a marriage partner; however, the consequences she 
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could suffer, especially at the hands of her father who often 
devised the match to merge different family lands or fortunes, 
might be severe. Pearle Hogrefe mentions that "In 1581 the 
second Earl of Southampton ordered his executors to cut off 
both the portion and the maintenance fund for his daughter if 
she dared to disobey them" ( Hogrefe 18-). This would mean 
that, at the very least, the girl would lose her social 
standing, and, at most, would be reduced to abject poverty. 
A very small percentage of people in Elizabethan society 
frowned upon enforced marriage and its rejection of marriage 
as the result of love. It is interesting to note that A 
Yorkshire Tragedy is based on the true story of an arranged 
marriage that had tragic consequences: 
In 1607 The Miseries of Enforced Marriage, by George 
Wilkins, and about the same time The Yorkshire 
Tragedy were based on this idea. Both plays, it is 
said, were evolved from an actual tragedy, the 
Calverly murders, resulting from an arranged 
marriage. (Hogrefe 20) 
Women were, for all intents and purposes, a medium of 
exchange, a commodity. A father literally could give his 
daughter to a neighbor's son, without her consent, in exchange 
for a piece of land or a share in some business venture. 
Unlike most noble English women, Queen Elizabeth had the 
luxury of making her own decisions in the matter of marriage. 
Her reasons for not marrying, however, were more political 
than anything else and, thus, helped to separate her even 
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further from the plight of ordinary women. She was the 
rightful heir to the throne of Henry VlII whic;h gave her 
tremendous power. To marry would mean having to relinquish a 
great deal. of her power to a man, to become subject to a 
husband. Queen or not, Elizabeth was a woman and necessarily 
would be to some degree subservient to a husband. Also, for 
the Queen to marry would risk offending important people in 
her government by showing favoritism in choosing a mate. 
Hogrefe says: 
She could not choose a subject without creating more 
bitter divisions in England, and she did not dare to 
marry Leicester, the one subject she might have 
chosen, after the strange death of his wife, for she 
would have lost her reputation and her power over 
her people. (Hogrefe 21-22) 
Marriage was an issue of the utmost importance at this 
time in England and even the Queen, in her own way, was not 
exempt from speculation in this area. On most levels, 
marriage insured political and monetary alliances; it usually 
insured children: sons to carry on primogeniture and daughters 
to be utilized in a sort of barter system. Marriage also 
provided that there would be someone in a man's life to take 
care of domestic business and, in some cases, to help with the 
family business itself. 
A woman's financial and material property, bequeathed in 
the form of a dowry, were not her only assets in the marriage 
market. Certainly, if a family was in serious pursuit of a 
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financial alliance or business venture, these would definitely 
be a priority. However, a woman was also to have the 
qualities of chastity, silence, obedience, and an adequate 
education. 
out: 
In The Elizabethan Woman, Carroll Camden points 
In "The Royal Exchange" is found a list of four 
attributes which belong to women: beauty of face and 
proportion of body, chastity of mind, honesty of 
manners, and 'a familiar curiousness,' which 
probably means a well-known exquisiteness of 
character. (Camden 32) 
The wives of Arden of Feversham, A Woman.Killed With Kindness, 
and A Yorkshire Tragedy each have one or more of these traits. 
Arden's wife Alice is repeatedly referred to as "fair Alice," 
Anne Frankford's beauty and intelligence are praised 
effusively by the men in the play, and the wife in A Yorkshire 
Tragedy has not only physical beauty but an even greater 
beauty of spirit. In her discussion of recusant women (those 
who refused to surrender their Catholic faith in Protestant 
England) Mary Prior highlights the duty of wives: 
In marriage the first duty was the procreation of 
children and the educating and rearing of them in 
the true faith. Women were, however, saved not 
merely by bearing children but also by educating, 
disciplining and training them to piety. Their part 
in this process was intellectual and spiritual as 
well as physical. Married women were subject to 
their husbands but were to be treated with respect. 
(Prior 165) 
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With the exception of r.elig'ious discrepancies, the duties of 
all wives were primarily the same. A woman's rearing decent, 
productive children was every bit as important as her fidelity 
to her husba·nct. An in-depth discussion of the rights and 
duties of mothers could fill volumes and would not do justice 
to the primary function of the women in the dramas under 
observation here which is that of "wife." It is Alice, Anne, 
and the "Wife's" successes and/or ·failures at being good wives 
which will shed some light on man's view of woman and her 
duties as his helpmats. Camden brings up a point that may 
well have been what prompted the playwrights to write the 
plays under discussion here: 
Everyone knew about men - what they were capable of 
doing, what they were supposed to do, and what they 
did; indeed the whole world was run by men. But 
women were still a mystery, or had convinced the men 
that they were, and their rapidly changing status 
made men wonder about them even more. (Camden 35) 
Apparently, since men considered women to be the weaker sex, 
they assumed that a woman would follow a man's lead. If he 
dictated what a "proper" code of behavior for a woman should 
be, as his willing subject she would, undoubtedly, take heed. 
The women in Arden ... and A Woman Killed ... did not heed the 
patriarchal commandments, and for this reason these characters 
may have been utilized as examples to reinforce what would 
happen to a woman should she defy what man had created in 
order to control her. It is an interesting paradox: men 
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considered women the· inferior half of the human race, yet, for 
some reason, men felt an overwhelming need to control that 
supposedly weaker sex. This can be likened to man's need to 
maintain control over the animal kingdom. Women were 
considered to be little higher on the evolutionary scale than 
a man's livestock. The rationale of protecting women from 
themselves (read: women's inability to control their 
libidinous desires and shrewish ways) has always been a 
convenient explanation for male domination~ However, as can 
be seen in the three plays, it is ultimately man's fear of 
emasculation that drives him to keep woman under his 
proverbial thumb. If woman is rendered weak by virtue of 
man's dominance, she cannot strip him of his manhood, and this 
is mankind's preoccupation. Alice of Feversham emasculates 
her husband by having an adulterous affair and thus cuckolding 
him. She compounds her crime by finally murdering Arden; she 
is the epitome of the uncontrolled woman. The very belief 
that woman is capable of stripping a man of his masculinity 
imbues her with tremendous power. This power, or what the 
male sex preferred to see as an evil nature dating back to 
that fateful day when Eve doomed Adam and all of humanity with 
an apple, cannot go uncontrolled. Phyllis Rackin states: 
Although scholars are still debating whether female 
power and authority increased or contracted during 
the reign of Elizabeth, some have argued that it was 
actually decreasing. Nonetheless, the proliferation 
of anti-feminist invective clearly indicates a high 
level of masculine anxiety. Court records from the 
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period tell a similar story, reporting 
intensified level of prosecution of women 
scoldin·g, witchcraft, and other activities 




It is interesting to note here that Arden of Feversham' s 
adulterous, murdering wife was burned, like an accused witch 
would have been, at the stake in Canterbury. Perhaps only 
someone men could classify as a witch could commit such a 
heinous crime. It would be entirely too frightening for men 
to believe that ANY woman could be capable of such an act. As 
Rackin details in her book Stages of History, men obviously 
felt that there was a definite need to manipulate and control 
women through literature and phallocentric historical texts. 
It is precisely because of what is not said or not allowed 
that we can get a much better idea of what the position of 
woman really was. Rackiri also points out that perhaps the 
single most terrifying thing about women, from the viewpoint 
of the patriarchy, was that men never could be absolutely 
positive that their children were truly their own biological 
offspring. What could be more threatening to a system based 
on male supremacy and succession than the notion that one's 
wife might be bearing another man's children? Tight 
restrictions and stringent forms of control over the female 
sex may have been the only way that men could soothe 
underlying feelings of doubt about their wives' fidelity and 
children's paternity. 
Arden of Feversham uriequivocally states that a man will 
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not tolerate .an unfaithful wife, and should he not live to
 see 
her punished, his male cohorts will see her punishm
ent 
through. A woman who commits adultery and murct.e·r will bur
n at 
the stake. There is obviously no excuse for murdering -o
ne's 
husband in order to be with one's lover, but to burn a w
oman 
at the stake is more than a little barbaric. Was it that
 ~en 
believed the crimes of adultery and murder really dema
nded 
burning, or did men feel that gruesome death would serve 
as a 
deterr~nt should their ~ives, sisters, or daughters decid
e to 
murder them in their sleep? 
A woman's place was in the home with her mouth and legs 
shut tight. There was no room for useless chatter, a
nd a 
woman's silence was considered a true mark of her charac
ter. 
That a woman's sexuality was reserved for her husband sh
ould 
go without saying, but apparently, men felt they had to
 say 
it. They created drama performed for an audience made u
p of 
men and women, and made sure that the female theater-goers
 did 
not miss the point. They also had to make sure that what
ever 
was said on stage did not offend the monarch of the day. 
With 
Elizabeth I on the throne this had to pose an interes
ting 
dilemma. Would she be off ended? Did she really care
 what 
other women did? Did her many masculine qualities put he
r on 
a separate plane altogether, and were these quali
ties 
necessary for her survival as a female ruler? In discus
sing 
women's roles, Stephen Greenblatt refers to Queen Elizabeth: 
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One extraordinary woman in the period provided, of 
course, a model for such a career, lived out to its 
fullest-the virgin queen, aging and heirless and 
very dangerous. The queen had at once mobilized, 
manipulated, and successfully resisted decades of 
anxious male attempts to see her married; but this 
was a career that Elizabeth herself, let alone her 
male subjects, could not tolerate in any woman of 
lesser station. (Greenblatt 69) 
It will never be known for sure ·what effect, if any, 
Elizabeth really had on common women's everyday relationships 
with men, but it can be seen that regardless of any actual 
threat, men were nervdus. 
Alice, Anne, and the wife of Yorkshire may all seem like 
very different women on a scale ranging from murderous to 
unflinchingly faithful; ·however, in many ways these women are 
much the same. The most important similarity is that they are 
all subject to patr·iarchy. Each wife handles her particular 
situation in a different way, but the overall experience of 
these women as women is really the same. The male 
playwrights, among whom Thomas Heywood of A Woman Killed With 
Kindness is the only known author, could not have guessed that 
eventually their plays would serve to demonstrate the 
unfairness of the treatment of women. Entertainment often 
served a twofold purpose: entertainment AND enlightenment. 
Whether the enlightenment was about a foreign land or a moral 
dilemma really did not matter, but the assumption that drama 
would teach probably still had its roots firmly in the days of 
the mystery/morality performance. In his essay "An Apology 
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for Poetry," Sir Philip Sidney says that men learn valuable 
lessons through literature that might be too difficult or 
unappealing to comprehend in a straightforward sermon. A 
message is very often imparted thr_ough "poetry," (poetry, 
prose, and drama). The didactic message of the particular 
story would be like "a medicine of cherries" to the audience 
(Sidney 164). In the dramas under study here the message is 
very clear: women will keep to their rightful places. Bad 
wives are shown to be a ~courge to their husbands. They are 
lustful, deceitful, are invariably found out, and are suitably 
punished. Good wives, however, persevere and are ultimately 
rewarded. It all comes down to the control issue which has 
been touched on briefly here. A good wife is one who can be 
easily controlled. She speaks infrequently, and when she does 
it is in soft pleasing tones. A woman who does not say much 
cannot argue much; a shrew puts a man through a living hell. 
Chastity, or control of one's libido, within marriage was 
another requirement for the wife. Lawrence Stone explains: 
By 'matrimonial chastity' was meant moderation of 
sexual passion, something which had been advocated 
not only by the Catholic Fathers but also by both 
Calvin and foreign humanists of the early sixteenth 
century, like Vives and Guazzo. The husband was 
expected to give his wife sufficient satisfaction to 
avoid her being obliged to seek consolation 
elsewhere, but not so much as to arouse her libido 
to the extent of encouraging her to seek extra-
marital adventures. (Stone 314) 
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A wife was never to question her husband's authority. In The 
Subordinated Sex, Vern Bullough argues that within society 
during this time men felt that they had to come up with good, 
sound reasons for why women were to be subordinate to men. 
Was this rationalization designed to soothe ·the consciences of 
the "guilty" sex? He illustrates the .rationale of the day: 
The subordination of women was regarded as inherent 
in nature itself, an integral part of the divine 
hierarchical ordering of the uni verse, proof of 
which could be found in the nature of the feminine 
defects, namely, the action of God creating woman 
after, out of, and for man and the fact that women 
fell first into sin. 
Furthermore: 
The good woman was the wife who was ever vigilant in 
conforming to the wishes of her husband, diligent to 
the discharge of wifely duties, compliant in manner, 
interested in domestic affairs, ready to obey, and 
always good-humored. (Bullough 173) 
In Shakespearean Negotiations, Stephen Greenblatt mentions 
that the scientific beliefs of the day regarding sexual 
intercourse held that arousal was utterly necessary for a man 
to overcome his natural revulsion for the female anatomy. It 
is fascinating to see how much time and energy were spent 
discussing, defining, mandating, and rationalizing about the 
subject of woman. It also seems obvious that man felt 
threatened by woman on some visceral level. Why else would 
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there be volumes written for women telling them how to behave 
properly in every situation? ~t does not seem likely that men 
really believed that women were inherently stupid. It does 
seem likely though that men were frightened by the mystery of 
the female sex. The physical functions of females were nearly 
inexplicable. Wo~en were considered cunning and mischievous 
and al together too different for their own good. Men, 
therefore appointed themselves "protectors," and "overseers." 
Where could the evil, dangerous side of an out-of-control 
woman be more evident than in Arden of Feversham? Where could 
the need for male guidance and forgiveness be more apparent 
than in A Woman Killed With Kindness? A Yorkshire Tragedy 
showed the theater-going world that the best woman was the 
self-sacrificing, quiet woman. An example of an average day 
in the life of an upper-class woman can be seen in this 
excerpt from the diary of Lady Margaret Haby: 
[ 1599, September] <Wednesday 5> ... having taken order 
for dinner, I walked and kept Mr. Haby company till 
almost dinner time. Then I read a little and 
prayed, and so to dinner; after which I helped to 
read of the book for the placing of the people in 
the church to Mr. Haby, and then we went to church. 
(Houlbrooke 58) 
Other diary entries point out that Lady Hoby's days revolved 
around caring for her husband whether it was reading to him, 
keeping house for him, or attending church services with him. 
A lower-class woman would probably have different duties. 
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Historians have noted, though, that very little information 
exists abo~t the daily life of the common woman, perhaps 
because she was either too busy to ·write or, most likely, 
unable to write. 
In di.scussing literary representations of the "Good 
Wife," Margaret Ezell says that as the seventeenth-century 
progressed this fictjonal upper-class woman was on a slightly 
higher level than her predecessors: 
Thus, although the character of the Good Wife in 
seventeenth-century representations stresses her 
duty to her husband and her devotion to furthering 
his fortunes, it does not represent her as feeble, 
incapable, or servile. (Ezell 41) 
The class issue that is uncovered here is a very important 
one. The women represented in historical and literary texts 
are by and large upper-class women. Were they really treated 
much differently by their husbands than lower-class wives? 
The fact that aristocratic women were better educated than 
their poorer sisters probably made their situation 
considerably easier. They could attend social events while 
servants did most of the work. The lower-class wife, 
undoubtedly, did much of her housework single-handedly. It 
will be shown that Anne Frankford is the supreme example of 
the perfect, well-educated, upper-class woman. However, 
arranged marriages were much commoner among the upper classes, 
and this may have counteracted any benefits an education might 
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have had for a woman. It will be interesting to see what 
ramifications ~ocial position has on the wives in Arden of 
Fevers ham, A Woman Killed With Kindness, and A Yorkshire 
Tragedy. Alice is the wife of Thomas Arden who is listed in 
the dramatis personae as "A Gentleman of Feversham." He is 
not royalty, but he is evidently an upper-middle class 
merchant-type of good blood. Al though Alice says she is 
"descended_ of a .noble house," ( Arden 10) her taste in lovers is 
far from noble. John Frankford is not listed as having a 
title, but Anne is the sister of Sir Francis Acton and 
apparently comes from a genteel background. It is unclear by 
viewing the dramatis personae of A Yorkshire Tragedy, just 
what the social standing of the characters is. However, the 
wife does have a dowry which her husband wishes to confiscate, 
and, at one point, she obtains an appointment at court for 
him. Based on the history of this play, it is likely that 
this was an arranged marriage, and this also would place it in 
the upper ranks of early seventeenth-century society. 
Each of these wives, while perhaps similar in social 
standing and education, is unique in her particular modus 
operandi. Alice is an adulterous murderess. Anne is 
powerless against seduction. The wife of Yorkshire is 
selfless and beyond reproach. In the following pages, it will 
be my goal to examine the message the three playwrights wished 
to impart with their "medicine of cherries," and what the 
characterizations of Alice, Anne and the "Wife" say about the 
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role of women as wives in Tudor and Jacobean England. 
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CHAPTER 1 
The first (chronologically) and most striking example of 
the wife is Alice of the play Arden of Feversham. This play, 
written about 1592, opens with Alice, Thomas Ard.en's: wife, 
already engaged in an extramarital affair with the local 
tailor Mosbie. The lovers are plotting the murder of Thomas 
Arden. Arden says to his friend Fr~nklin in the very first 
scene, "Love-letters pass 'twixt Mosbie and rny wife,/ And they 
have privy meetings in the town:/ Nay on his finger did I spy 
the ring/ Which at our marriage-day the priest put on''(Arden 
5). It is evident from these first few lines that Alice is an 
uncontrollable woman in sixteenth-century terms, and will 
proceed to be an embarrassment to Arden. She has not only 
committed adultery but she has given her lover a ring which, 
to knowing eyes, announces publicly their illicit affair. A 
wife thoroughly under her husband's control, as Lawrence Stone 
mentioned, would not have had the opportunity or inclination 
to have an adulterous affair. Alice has broken sixteenth-
century English society's cardinal rule regarding chastity. 
Not only were unmarried women expected to be chaste, but 
married women were to be chaste also in that their husbands 
were the only men who had sexual access to them. In 
discussing the sixteenth-century's notion about the 
lustfulness of women Carroll Camden mentions: 
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Perhaps the vice most often laid at woman's door is 
that of eroticism. Elizabethan writers begin by 
quoting Proverbs, 'Who shall find a virtuous woman?' 
and go on to speak of women's 'insatiable lust' and 
'lewde behauior,' calling them 'incontinent,' 
'insatiable & unsatisfied,' and more hot than goats. 
(Camden 27) 
The concept of remaining sexually faithful to one's spouse is 
not foreign to 1991; however, the term "chaste" has been 
replaced by terms like "monogamous" and "faithful." In an 
essay discussing women's roles in the Renaissance, Carole 
Levin states: "While male honour depended on· the integrity of 
one's word and c6urage, sexual chastity was the sole 
determinant of female honour''(Rose 121). This, undoubtedly, 
tied into men's fears about the paternity of their own 
children. If a woman's chastity was believed to be beyond 
reproach, the odds of a man's children being his actual 
biological offspring were very good. Deep down, Thomas Arden 
was probably not only afraid that his wife was being 
unfaithful, but that his children actually might be Mosbie's. 
The fact that Mosbie was a tailor and not a "gentleman" would 
have caused Alice's misconduct and the possible bastardy of 
Arden's children to be an even more unbearable blow to Thomas 
Arden's ego and reputation. 
Alice Arden makes no effort, when her husband is not 
around, to conceal her sexual desire for Mosbie, and this 
obvious lustful nature, which it was believed all women 
possessed, but that the "good" woman repressed, is yet another 
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strike against her. Alice's ~ehaviour flies in the face of 
the accepted and expected virtues of womankind which did not 
make allowances for overt sexuality. According to Catherine 
Belsey, this was an era in which the entire institution of 
marria_ge was being redefined. Arranged marriages were weighed 
against marriages for love, and throughout this period, the 
Church was trying desperately to control people's sexual 
behaviour. The simplest way to hold sway over sexuality and 
procreation was to strengthen the importance of matrimony by 
placing it within the context of religion. Belsey also states 
that men in ·this era did seem to be preoccupied with the 
notion of being murdere~ by their wives despite the fact that 
such murders were not particularly common (Belsey 94). Was 
th'is because of the public attention that "husband-murderers" 
received in everything from pamphlets to drama, or were men 
starting to feel a bit guilty about their age-old treatment of 
women? It is a similar question to that of the chicken and 
the egg. Were playwrights cashing in on the popular, albeit 
prurient, appeal of gruesome tales of domestic tragedy or were 
they, in fact, trying to make a moral statement? In an essay 
on the uncontrollable woman, Lisa Jardine reaffirms the male 
ideal of womanly virtue in the Renaissance: "If the definition 
of the virtuous wife is as chaste, obedient, dutiful, and 
silent, then the definition of the wife without virtue is as 
lusty, headstrong, and talkative" ( Jardine 104). In an age 
when there were a number of guide books for the proper woman 
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to read and live by, it seems likely that in addition to 
pandering to the public's taste for tragic stories, the three 
playwrigl')ts here were serving the additional purpose of 
reminding wives, mother~, and unmarried women of their 
appropriate positions in society. 
In the early part of Act I, Mosbie expresses uncertainty· 
about the clandestine relationship, and Alice practically begs 
him not to break it off, "Nay, Mosbie, let me still enjoy thy 
love,/ And happen what will, I am resolute" (Arden 10). Leanore 
Lieblein feels, though, that Mosbie' s rejections of Alice 
"increase the sense of her vulnerability and 
desperation"(Lieblein 184). While she may, indeed, be 
desperate for Mosbie's affections, Alice does not appear to be 
the least bit vulnerable in thi.s play. Her affair with Mosbie 
bas set off a chain reaction and, as part and parcel of being 
unchaste, she is also disobedient, deceitful, impious, and 
homicidal, none of which have ever been tolerable qualities in 
a good wife. Very early in the play Thomas Arden has his 
suspicions about his wife's fidelity, and he tries to trap 
her: 
Arden: But this night, sweet Alice, thou hast killed 
my heart:/ I heard thee call on Mosbie in thy sleep. 
Alice: 'Tis like I was asleep when I named him,/ For 
being awake he comes not in my thoughts. 
Arden: Ay, but you started up and suddenly,/ Instead 
of him, caught me about the neck. 
Alice: Instead of him? why, who was there but you?/ 
And where but one is, how can I mistake? (Arden 6-7) 
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Alice's deceit is very thorough because throu~hout the play 
she proclaims her undying love for Arden. Lieblein feels that 
Arden's anger about his wife's probable adultery may not be 
fueled by sexual jealousy .but is, instead, roused by the 
thought that she would cross class lines to. have an affair 
with a low-class tailor (Lieblein 184). In either case, Alice 
is out of her husband's control, yet is very careful to 
maintain the illusion of being the ideal Renaissance wife. As 
Elaine Bellin mentions: 
Their image of the virtuous woman is a domesticated 
version of the Virgin: remaining at home to keep the 
household goods, a good woman was pious, humble, 
constant, and patient, as well as obedient, chaste, 
and silent. (xix) 
Ironically, Alice has absolutely none of these qualities. Her 
impatience can be seen even in her desire to have Arden 
eliminated as quickly as possible. It is not made clear 
whether Alice has any real financial motive for wanting Arden 
dead. It is never stated that he has set aside large sums of 
money for her in the event of his death, so the overall desire 
to see Arden dead seems solely based in Alice's desire to have 
Mosbie as a husband. Early in the play, Arden and Franklin 
are leaving for London, and Mosbie says to Alice, "To London, 
Alice? if thou'lt be ruled by me,/ We'll make him sure enough 
for coming there"(Arden 11); Alice replies, "Ah, would we 
could! "(Arden 11). As the play progresses, Alice's impatience 
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to have Arden murdered increases until, finally, the crime is 
committed in a hasty, almost careless _manner as Arden and 
Mosbie play a "game at tables" (Arden 62). The murderers 
attack Arden from out of the shadows behind his chair, and 
Alice adds the final blow, "What! groans thou? nay, then give 
me the weapon!/ Take this for hindering Mosbie' s love -and 
min~" ( Arden 6 3) . Blood soaks the floorboards and - as in . I 
Macbeth, the wife frantically tries to eliminate the stains, 
the evidence of her crime. This woman would be any man's 
worst nightmare even in 1991, but in 1592 this type of 
behaviour was not as common, perhaps, as it is today; thus, it 
utterly fascinated and horrified tne public. Louis Wright 
says in Middle-Class Culture ih Elizabethan England: 
The horrors of murder, especially when there were 
domestic complications, delighted many an audience 
who were also eager readers of ballads and pamphlets 
on the same theme. A typical example of the genre 
is Arden of Feversham which tells of the violent 
death of a Kentish man ... Surely the terrors of 
retributive justice promised here must have been 
sufficient for any Puritan. (632) 
I do not feel that the "retributive justice" moral was the 
predominant theme upon which the audience focused. Surely men 
were to see the need to be more controlling, while the women 
may have shuddered at Alice's punishment and resolved never to 
follow in her footsteps. Not only was the murder of one's 
husband entirely unacceptable, but all those factors which led 
.up to Arden's murder are those things of which women should be 
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aware. Uncontrolled behaviour of one sort or another could 
compound itself and become completely destructive. Belsey 
holds that it was not so much the horror of the crime that 
made Arden of Fevers ham a popular. drama, as it was the 
reasoning and events which led ·up to the crime. For example, 
only a woman's irrational and uncontrolled lust could lead her 
to have an affair with a man as lowly and unattractive as 
Mosbie (Belsey 85). 
It is interesting to riote at this point that Thomas Arden 
is not, by any stretch of the imagination, a paragon of virtue 
in Kentish society. The idea of gender expectations very 
clearly comes into play here. Arden had taken land unlawfully 
into his possession from a sailor named Richard Reede. Belsey 
cites the mention of Arden's behaviour in Holinshed wherein 
Arden is ultimately punished for unfair conduct to a woman: 
The field 1 itself had been "cruellie" and illegally 
wrested from the wife of Richard Read, a sailor, and 
she too had cursed him, "wishing manie a vengeance 
to light upon him, and that all the world might 
woonder on him. Which was thought then to come to 
passe, when he was thus murdered, and laie in that 
field from midnight till the morning."(Belsey 86) 
Assuming that Holinshed' s account is relatively accurate, 
Thomas Arden was a thief, and overall, as devious a character 
as his wife. However, in the play, this side of Arden's 
character and history is not fully developed. The fact that 
these details from Holinshed's historical account are omitted 
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from the play serves to shift the emphasis from Arden's 
nastiness to Al.ice's hideous conduct. The misdeeds of the 
female character are the focus of this didactic drama. By 
omitting some significant details of the Arden case, the 
playwright showcases the sixteenth-cen·tury' s notions about the 
character traits of the female sex. Females were considered 
to be naturally deceitful, cunning, lascivious, and unclean; 
all of this more or less went without saying. The playwright, 
by focusing on Alice'.s behaviour, seems to state implicitly, 
"Given what we all know about women, here is the story of a 
particularly bad wife." 
In the drama, mention is made of Thomas Arden seizing 
lands from a man named Greene, which prompts Greene to join in 
the conspiracy to murder Arden. The only time the Reede land 
is discussed is when the sailor approaches Arden and. begs him 
not to renege on the land lease: 
Reede: Master Arden, I am now bound to the sea;/ My 
coming to you was about the plat/ Of ground which 
wrongfully you detain from me./ Although the rent of 
it be very small,/ Yet it will help my wife and 
children,/ Which here I leave in Feversham, God 
knows,/ Needy and bare: for Christ's sake, let them 
have it! (Arden 52) 
Thomas Arden does not change his mind in this matter and is, 
thus, cursed by the sailor. This is truly an awful thing to 
do to someone, yet Arden's crimes are minimized and the chief 
criminal in this play remains Alice Arden. Can there have 
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been more to her desire to see Arden dead thari simply lust for 
Mosbie? Although Alice could have manipulated Mosbie from the 
very outset in order to get him to rid society of a scourge 
like Thomas Arden, this motivation is· not mentioned. Alice's 
adultery grows out of her passion for Mosbie not from any 
deep-seated revulsion agai~st her husband, who continues to 
treat her with remarkable forbearance throughout the play. If 
he is himself an unpleasant character, there is no evidence 
that he has treated his wife cruelly or even sternly. The 
fact remains that for the playwright to make his point, Alice 
had to be held up as an example of the "wife from Hell." The 
author chose to manipulate the historical facts of ·the Arden 
case in order to portray Alice as the lustful antagonist. No 
explanation makes sense other than the male author's desire to 
make a point about ·the rightful position of wives in society 
by reworking an actual historical case. What could be more 
effective than creating a drama based on the true story of a 
wife who violated each of the patriarchy's expectations of the 
proper wife and proceeded to destroy her husband? Again, 
~hether plays like Arden of Feversham were the cause of or the 
result of sixteenth-century men's preoccupation with being 
murdered by the women in their lives, it did not make the 
situation any easier for the women themselves. As far as 
gender expectations are concerned, there is little stage time 
devoted to the dynamics of the relationship between Arden and 
Alice. The outrageousness of Alice's adultery and murder plot 
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seriously overshadows any character flaws in Thomas Arden. 
Perhaps he was a truly hid~ous individual whom Alice could not 
stomach, and her desire to se~ him dead was a result of the 
mental torture he had put her through for yea~s. Whether or 
not the Ardens' marriage was an arranged situation is also 
left ~nsaid. If the play had been designed to point out the 
evils of ar~anged marriages, as was A Yorkshire Tragedy, might 
it have shown Alice's behaviour in a more understandable 
context? Of course, the audiences of both 1592 and 1991 do 
not see what may have been the reality of the actual marriage 
of Alice and Thomas Arden because the playwright chooses only 
to show the deceitful, disobedient, lustful, and 
uncontrollable Alice Arden. It seems that Thomas Arden's 
truly heinous crime of destroying the livelihood of a poor 
family and causing the "good" wife and children to suffer is 
glossed over in favor of illustrating the truly hideous 
behaviour of Alice. The finely orchestrated message that 
female audience members received was certainly, on a general 
level, ".crime does not pay," but on a deeper level it was 
unmistakably "no matter what your husband says or does, you, 
as his wife, stick by him, defend him, and remain 100% 
faithful to him." 
The bad wife, Alice of Feversham, suffers a just reward 
for her sins. Her numerous character flaws have led her in a 
.seemingly logical sequence to the murder of her husband. If 
Alice had been a chaste, obedient, dutiful wife she never 
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would have been burned alive in Canterbury. Interestingly, 
she is the only one of the murderers who suffers the 
indescribable horror of being burned~ There were others who 
helped stab Arden to death, and these others had reasons that 
were every bit as incriminating as Alice's. Why was she 
burned and not her ma1e accomplices? Was her crime considered 
that much more severe than that of her male accomplices, who 
also wanted Thomas Arden dead? In other words, a man can be 
·hanged for murder, but a guilty wife will be burned at the 
stake for committing the same murder. 
Considering that Alice's affair with Mosbie and their 
plot to kill Thomas Arden were the focal points of the play, 
it is interesting to see that the Epilogue says nothing about 
her. Franklin, the play' s "moral! ty spokesman," simply states 
that Arden was not free from sin and that he suffered an awful 
death. Franklin also mentions what became of the other 
ruf·fians in the play who were not initially apprehended. What 
is most revealing about the attitude toward Alice Arden is the 
behaviour of Mosbie towards her after the murder of her 
husband. Immediately following the killing, Alice regrets 
what she has done and Mosbie says, "It shall not long torment 
thee, gentle Alice;/ I am thy husband, think no more of 
him" (Arden 64). Mosbie is totally attentive to Alice and 
concerned about her grief over Arden's death; it becomes 
apparent, though, that Mosbie feels Alice may not be able to 
hold her tongue about the murder. Alice's inability to keep 
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her mouth shut would not be out of context considering her 
"bad girl" behaviour throughout the play, and, on some level, 
Mosbie may be aware of this. Alice t~lls the men to dispose 
of the body, and Mosbie decide_s to exit as well: "Until to"""'" 
morrow, sweet Alice, now farewell:/ And see you confess 
nothing in any case" (Arden 66). It seems that Mosbie is 
having doubts about the quality of this woman already. When 
Ali~e is finally accused of the murder of her husband, she 
breaks down and again proclaims her love for Arden and tells 
how she will love him much better in Heaven than she did on 
Earth. This is either the portrait of a truly fickle woman 
who, as soon as the going gets tough, regrets her actions, or 
it is the work of a desperate actress trying to convince the 
authorities that she is truly grief-stricken about her 
husband's death. Either way, Alice Arden is not seen here in 
a favorable light. Perhaps if she admits her guilt and shows 
a decent amount of regret her sentence will be a little 
lighter? Mosbie is not the least bit understanding and it 
becomes evident that the illicit relationship was not founded 
on love at all. In his anger, Mosbie does not stand by Alice 
but rails against her, "How long shall I live in this hell of 
grief?/ Convey me from the presence of that strumpet"(Arden 
70). Finally, before he is carted away, Mosbie says, "Fie 
upon women-! this shall be my song;/ But bear me hence, for I 
have lived too long''(Arden 70). Alice has failed as a woman 
and as a wife. Ultimately, it was a woman who brought the 
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·world crashing down for this group of Kentish citizens. Her 
inability to control her desires made Alice a ruthless woman, 
one to be feared by all sane men, including men such as 
Bradshaw who will die for his act of carrying a letter. How 
could an audience fail to see that while Arden was a crooked 
business man and Mosbie was a social climber, Alice was the 
truly bad one in this drama? She is the one primarily 
responsible for creating a domestic tragedy, which makes the 
reader think again of Eve's crucial faux pas in the Garden of 
Eden. While Adam may have been gullible, Eve was the one who 
brought an end to paradise. The warning to Elizabethan women 
had to be obvious. Rules and regulations regarding feminine 
behaviour were designed to maintain a delicate balance within 
patriarchal society, and when a woman stepped out of line, 
chaos, even death, would surely ensue. So, while Arden of 
Feversham was vastly entertaining for its focus on sex and 
violence, as well as its titillating basis in reality, it also 
served the purpose of reminding women that those who chose to 
flout the acceptable modes of womanly behaviour would be dealt 
with severely and become the objects of universal hatred. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The second drama under consideration here is A Woman 
Killed With Kindness written by Thomas Heywood in 1603. It is 
the only one of the three plays whose playwright is known. 
What is immediately obviou.s in this play is that the character 
Anne Frankford starts out as the epitome of the perfect woman 
and wife. From the outset, she is at the opposite end of the 
spectrum from Alice Arden who was having an extramarital 
affair when Arden of Feversham opened. Unlike Alice, Anne is 
everything a man could want in a woman. Her fall from grace 
and subsequent death have, then, much more impact both in 
terms of their tragic overtones anQ of the moral statement 
that Thomas Heywood is making. 
The play opens at the wedding of Anne and John Frankford 
where many friends and relatives have gathered to celebrate 
with the new couple. In this first scene of the play, Sir 
Charles Mountford says to John: 
You have a wife 
So qualified, and with such ornaments 
Both of the mind and body. First her birth 
Is noble, and her education such 
As might become the daughter of a prince. 
Her own tongue speaks all tongues, and her own hand 
Can teach all strings to speak in their best grace, 
From the shrill treble to the hoarsest bass. 
To end her many praises in one word, 
She's Beauty and Perfection's eldest daughter, 
Only found by yours, though many a heart hath sought 
her. (Heywood 554) 
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On the surface, this may seem like the grea
test compliment 
th~t could be paid to a new husband; however
, what it says 
about the woman as a commodity is very telling
. Mountford is 
congratulating Jcihn for his newest acquisitio
n, and fron Sir 
Charles' final remark, it also· can be deduced
 that this was 
prpbably not an arranged marriage. John Frank
ford had to vie 
with other eligible young men for his wife, an
d he was chosen 
by Anne or her family. Anne, as an attractive,
 educated you·ng 
woman probably had a vast array of suitors 
from which to 
choose. Ultimate~y, though, the final transa
ction had to be 
approv~d by Anne as well as her family. It so
unds very much 
like a modetn day real estate deal: a person
 shows off his 
property to its best advantage in the hopes th
at he will get 
a good buyer. In the end, the best offer usu
ally wins, and 
John Frankford won Anne. 
While beauty is an obvious prerequisite in bein
g courted 
by a ~ell-to-do bachelor, other qualities were 
also necessary. 
A good marriage partner was only as good as 
the sum of her 
marketable parts. Anne has physical beauty bu
t, according to 
Sir Charles, she also has some very useful sk
ills. Anne is 
educated; she speaks a variety of languages an
d, in addition, 
plays a variety of musical instruments. Int
erestingly, Sir 
Charles sums up her good points as those that w
ould befit the 
daughter of a prince. Sir Charles' highest com
pliment to John 
regarding his new wife places her in relatio
n to a man, a 
prince. Charles does not say that Anne has
 the qualities 
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which would make her a queen or a scholar, she has the 
qualities which would make her a very good DAUGHTER for a 
prince. In other words, Anne's skills would reflect well on 




All of John's friends, undoubtedly, will be 
impressed with his superb taste in women, not with the 
individual personhood of Anne. Her skills will never be seen 
as an extension of her fundamental personality or her worth as 
a woman. She is strictly defined by her relationships to the 
men in her life. Frederick Kiefer se~s the opening wedding 
scene more as a focus on the dynamics of marriage within 
society. Kiefer explains the remarks of Sir Charles as the 
man's efforts to deal with his relationship to this new 
"family"(Kiefer 83). It seems more likely, though, that Sir 
Charles is trying to express his approval of John Frankford's 
marital choice by illustrating how John's new wife enhances 
his overall appearance: "She's no chain/ To tie your neck and 
curb you to the yoke;/ But she's a chain of gold to adorn your 
neck" (Heywood 555). 
A thorough education for women was thought to be a good 
idea for a while and had been supported early in the sixteenth 
century by people like Thomas More and William Barker. Later 
in the century, however, the enthusiasm over women's education 
waned. Pearl Hogrefe cites G.M. Bruto: 
Woman was given man as a companion for his labors, 
and thus she "ought to be attentive ... to govern our 
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houses. " She may not take pleasure in studies 
"without great danger to offend the beauty and glory 
of her mind." Both her religious teacher and the 
wise matron who governs her should try to "make her 
humble and of a gentle and tractable spirit." Thus 
she would surely become a subservient wife. (Hogrefe 
5) 
It has become rather cliched to say "a 1-ittle knowledge is a 
dangerous thing," but to the men of Tudor and Jacobean England 
this was, evidently, a clear and present danger. Mar·y Prior 
mentions that, in many cases, women were taught .how to read 
but not how to write. Reading was necessary to study th_e 
Scriptures and improve one's soul; writing was not (Prior 
182) . 
Anne Frankford's polite education not only reflects well 
on her husband's choice of a wife; it reflects well on her 
parents. To Elizabethan society, her father would have been 
considered a smart man to see to it that his daughter had all 
the marketable skills necessary to catch a good husband and be 
a good wife. In discussing women's education, Caroll Camden 
Next in importance in the prospective wife is 
usually her degree of education. The education she 
has received should enable her to talk about all 
kinds of places, persons, and fashions, and should 
cause her to associate only with those who will 
improve her knowledge of and her practice of 
goodness; she will then, of course, be well stored 
with wit or intelligence, although not necessarily 
'learned by much Art.' (Camden 63) 
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This is quite a bit different than having the thorough 
knowledge of the classics that Thomas More suggested. In 
Camden's explanation, a good wife is like a well-trained dog; 
she can entertain her husband's guest_s with her cursory 
knowledge of current events as a dog would entertain company 
by sitting up or rolling over. Her education is for the sole 
purpose of enabling her ·to run an efficient household and to 
provide light and witty conversation at dinner parties. 
Following Sir Charles' explication of Anne Frankford's 
many useful qualities, her brother Sir Francis Acton j·oins in 
comme_nding Anne's excellent wifely qualities. Sir Francis' 
praise is centeted more on the spiritual qualities than the 
aesthetic·: 
A perfect wife already, meek and patient. 
How strangely the word "husband" fits your mouth, 
Not married three hours since, sister. 'Tis good: 
You that begin betimes thus, must needs prove 
Pliant and duteous in your husband's love. (Heywood 
555) 
Immediately following, Sir Francis and John joke about the 
Acton family fortune and how well situated both Francis and 
his sister Anne are. John Frankford has the ideal situation; 
not only is his wife entertaining in both looks and manners, 
but she also has a hefty dowry. Camden points out that looks, 
good reputation, education, and speech were among the 
qualities a man should look for when selecting a woman, and 
Anne Frankford has all of these (Camden 72). 
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Clearly Anne Acton is a well-educated, beautiful, moral, 
submissive, and altogether shining example of woman as wife, 
and, eventually, mother. Why then does playwright Heywood 
allow Anne to fall into sin with only the slightest 
provocation? Kiefer mentions critics who feel this is a flaw 
in Heywood's dramatic structure. Kiefer himself feels that 
this is Heywood's vehicle for jumping ahead to the moral 
foundation of Anne and John's relationship (Kiefer 87). While 
morality is, obviously, at issue here, it is more the female 
sex's fundamental lack of morality, or lack of self-restraint, 
that Heywood wishes to illustrate. Why does Anne fall so 
fast, indeed? Can it be that the natural lustful tendencies 
of the female gender will always easily override strict moral 
guidelines unless they are kept in check by effective 
husbands? Yes, John may be at fault here, but only in that he 
did not watch Anne closely enough. Beauty of mind and body is 
one thing, but John Frankford allowed all of that to distract 
him from the true nature of woman, which is pasically weak and 
deceitful. John wrongly gave Anne the benefit of the doubt, 
and he was penalized by losing her sexual favors to his 
confidante Wendall. It does not seem to be sufficiently 
explained just how Wendall arrived in John's bed. John 
Frankford opened his home and everything in it to Wendall, and 
Wendall simply accepted his offer. Granted, John did not 
expressly offer Anne to Wendall, but it soon becomes obvious 
that he did place his trust in the wrong man. John never even 
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tests·wendoll's loyalty; he simply assumes that Wendall is a. 
good man. Anne is placed in a tough situation. She has 
promised loyalty to her husband within the contra.ct of 
marriage, yet Wendall is his most trusted friend. To have 
rebuffed Wendall's advances might have led him to become upset 
with her, in which case she would have offended her husband's 
right-hand-man. 
Another ·point is that there has been a significant 
passage of ti~e between the wedding of Anne and Jbhn Frankford 
about which we hear nothing. Before Anne's adultery, the 
couple had children, which makes Anne's crime seem even more 
heinous. Not only is she making a cuckold of her husband, she 
is also degrading her position as a mother. In having an 
affair, Anne is both betraying her marriage vows and 
jeopardizing the responsibility she has to her offspring. 
However, there is never any information divulged about what 
has transpired between Anne and John during this time. 
Perhaps to have added any more depth to the triangle of Anne, 
John, and Wendall would have undermined the moral statement 
Heywood wished to make. Kiefer suggests that had there been 
problems in the marriage, this may have worked to explain or 
even condone Anne Frankford's behaviour, which is not what 
Heywood wishes to accomplish (Kiefer 87). 
The scene in which Anne Frankford succumbs to Wendall's 
masculine wiles occurs about midway through the play. At the 
beginning of Scene 6, Wendall is pondering Anne's beauty and 
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talents as well as the superb qualities of his friend John. 
Conveniently, John happens to be out of town, so Wendall 
decides to take a chance and tell Anne of his love for her. 
Anne's immediate reaction to Wendall's confession is shock and 
fear: "The host of Heaven forbid/ Wendall should hatch such a 
disloyal thought"(Heywood 571). -She goes on to profess her 
love and adoration for John Frankford, and Wendall continues 
to plead for her favors. Wendall importunes: 
I love your husband too, 
And for his love I will engage my life. 
Mistake me not; the augmentation 
Of my sincere affection borne to you 
Doth no whit lessen my regard of him. 
I will be secret, lady, close as night ... (Heywood 
572) 
Wendall has the temerity to stand before this woman whom he 
claims to love and tell her that he would give up his life for 
her husband; while, with the same breath, he says that he will 
conduct himself secretly so that no one will find out about 
their relationship. The logic of Wendall's argument is 
faulty: he loves John Frankford, yet he will betray that same 
man by engaging in a sexual relationship with his wife. The 
truly amazing thing about this is that Anne succumbs to 
Wendall's professions of love. Critic Michael Wentworth makes 
a rather interesting observation considering he is writing in 
the "liberated" days of 1991. Regarding Wendall's moves to 
woo Anne, which are not unlike Richard Ill's approaches to his 
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Lady Anne, Wentworth says: 
Wendall plays upon Anne's amazement, as well as her 
innocence and weakness as a woman, by fixing the 
responsibility for his passion and accompanying 
disloyalty not, as previously, upon some impersonal 
agency ... but upon Anne herself, directly and 
primarily implicating her as an accessory to his 
fall.(Wentworth 153) 
No~, one would certainly hope that Wentworth is not referring 
to his own belief that Anne's weakness is a female probiem, 
but that Heywood has constructed it as such. Wendall is 
indeed operating under the assumption that winning Anne's 
favors will be no significant challenge; this, in turn, fits 
in with Heywood's message that women will succumb when given 
just the right amount of pressure because they are inherently 
sinful and weak. Herein lies the crux of Thomas Heywood's 
moral: ANY woman, even a bright, beautiful, heretofore 
faithful wife, can falter as a result of her innate 
lustfulness and deceitfulness unless she is carefully governed 
by her husband. Heywood is not totally brushing off John's 
negligence, but he is telling the ladies of the early 
seventeenth-century audience that they must not give in to 
their natural, base urges. Anne is the first to recognize her 
sin and her inability to stop herself from committing it. The 
specter of the educated woman on England's throne had to be 
lurking in Heywood's mind when he made his point. An educated 
woman did not deserve any special treatment over any other 
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wo~an when it came to female subservience to the male gender. 
The queen was an exception to practically all of the rules 
regarding the male-·female situation, so Heywood had to b_e 
careful that nothing he said could be construed as insulting 
to the well-educated, female ruler. Some sort of separation 
between commoner and queen had to be observed. There was to 
be no sympathy for the non-royal woman regardless of her 
education or breeding or the gender of England's monarch. 
Anne Frankford was an educated, respectable lady who gave in 
to temptation in a heartbeat, which implies that in the 
relationship between the sexes money, education, and beauty 
hold no sway over woman's fundamental weaknesses. As Wendall 
pleads with Anne, she finally says: "What shall I say?/ My 
soul is wandering and hath lost her way"(Heywood 572). Anne 
feels herself weakening and is powerless to stop herself, 
which brings up another interesting point about women. Women 
are and should be powerless before men, but this can be 
problematic especially with men like Wendall who will take 
advantage of a friend's hos pi tali ty. This reinforces the 
absolute necessity for men to watch over their particular 
women, to help keep females away from the harm which will 
naturally result from their inability to control their urges. 
Finally, Anne admits her fear and utter helplessness: 
My fault, I fear, will in my brow be writ. 
Women that fall not quite bereft of grace 
Have their offenses noted in their face. 
I blush and am ashamed. O Master Wendall, 
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Pray God I be not born to curse your tongue, 
That hath enchanted me. This maze I am in 
I fear will prove the labyrinth of sin. (Heywood 
572) 
She knows that she is giving in, and there is nothing she can 
do to stop herself. Anne's lust, .in conjunction with 
Wendall's e~chanting tongue, is pulling her down into sin. 
Ultimately, Anne engages in a significant af·fair with 
Wendall, and her husband John catches her red-handed. Here, 
it can be seen that John is a truly goo~ man because he does 
not kill his wife instantly for making a cuckold of him. To 
have her killed or thrown out in the streets would have been 
well within John's rights as a Renaissance husband. Instead, 
he decides to banish her from his home and children to a 
country house where she can ponder her offenses in solitary 
confinement. From the outset Anne was fully aware that she 
was commit ting a er ime, yet she as a woman was unable to 
control herself. John Frankford is worthy of some blame in 
that he did not sufficiently supervise his wife, and thus she 
succumbed to her desires. In addition to this, John Frankford 
was entirely too open-handed to Wendall. Heywood does 
indicate that, although John was lax in his role as a husband, 
the real sinner here is his wife Anne. As a result of her 
crimes against the sacredness of marriage, Anne punishes 
herself for her indiscretion by starving herself to death. 
John again appears the loyal and loving husband because he 
forgives her as she is about to die: 
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As.- freely from the low depth of my soul 
As my Redeemer hath forgiven His death, 
I p~rdon thee. I will shed tears for thee, 
Pray with thee, and in mere pity 
Of thy weak state I' 11 wish to die with thee .. 
(Heywood 611) 
What else could an audience think, but that John Frankford is 
the most selfl~ss, loving man a woman could ever want, and 
Anne ruined everything. This play is engineered in such a way 
that it is fairly easy to see John as the wonderful husband 
who, perhaps, was not diligent enough when it came to 
supervising his wayward wife. The message seems to be that a 
woman might be lucky enough to have a forgiving husband ·1ike 
John., but her weakness and sin can bring to ~ts knees. an 
entire family. Anne has·received her just reward for the sins 
she has committed. She was spared death at the hands of her 
husband, but withered and died due to her own regrets and 
guilt. Laura Bromley, in discussing Anne's death, says: 
"However distasteful to a modern sense of justice, [it] is the 
logical, acceptable, indeed inevitable conclusion to her story 
in her time"(Bromley 273). Anne Frankford's death reinforces 
the subservient position of woman in Elizabethan society where 
the codes of behaviour viewed it as "acceptable" for her to 
die from grief. It is her very "ideal" nature which allows 
her to be so properly sensitive, to feel her grief so deeply. 
Undoubtedly, an adulterous Elizabethan man would not die of 
remorse; he would not be considered a very manly character if 
a playwright allowed him to perish from guilt. 
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Thomas He_ywood is very clear in stating that womankind 
must fulfill her expected, proper role as wife and mother. To 
achieve this end, she must be watched and protected. from 
herself, and the sins that she does commit will always be 
punished, even if the punishment is self-inflicted. No woman, 
how~ver well-educated or financially well-situated, is exempt 
from the capability of falling to the temptations which result 
from the weakness of her sex. Anne Frankford, on the whole, 
is a much hi·gher caliber wife than Alice Arden, but she is 
still female, and she is still weak and capable of falling 
into disgrace. A Woman Killed With Kindness showed a Tudor 




A Yorkshire Tragedy, written in about 1608, is the final 
drama under· consideration here. As _before, the wife will be 
the main focus of the chapter as she represents an early 
Jacobean view of the role of woman in an ever-changing 
society. Interestingly, the husband in A Yorkshire Tragedy is 
as much the horrible husband as Alice Arden was the terrible 
~ife. He is abusive both physically and emotionally, and is 
eventually responsible for the murders of two of his three 
children. However, his actions as a character highlight the 
perfection o.f his wife as both a woman and mother. The 
husband's character could be studied in-depth as it relates to 
early seventeenth-century ideas about proper gentlemanly 
behaviour; however, I will be concerned only with how he 
compliments the character of the wife. Once again, we are 
presented with a female character who is almost a caricature, 
possibly designed to impart some moral. There is no 
significant depth to any of the play's characters, and it is 
difficult to find A Yorkshire Tragedy wholly believable. 
However, the point to note here is the vehemence with which 
the playwright portrays a woman's proper place in marriage. 
During Elizabeth's reign, men, and society as a whole, 
feared and respected the monarch's power. The Queen's 
"femaleness" along with her prerogative to flout society's 
notions about marriage and family, undoubtedly kept men 
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wondering what implications her rule might have both on the 
.political front and the homef~ont. When James I, chauvinist, 
took the throne men may well have been relieved, but any ideas 
women may have entertained about a possible loosening of the 
patriarchal restraints resulting from Elizabeth's reign were 
immediately squelched. Ev~ Figes feels that women were, 
indeed, moving ahead but "James I, coming as he did from the 
puritanical wilds of Scotland, where John Knox had inveighed 
against the monstrous. regiment of women, helped to reverse the 
trend"(Figes 69). Misogyny reached an all-time high under the 
Stuarts, and witchcraft became the new female plague. What 
could have been a more obvious backlash to the small increases 
in women's education and personal freedom achieved during 
Elizabeth's rule than James I's conclusion that women were 
susceptible to Satanism and that those who succumbed should be 
burned? As the witchcraft persecutions increased (Figes 61), 
A Yorkshire Tragedy appeared. While the play is, in fact, 
historically based on the Calverly murders (Lieblein 182), it 
also served the purpose of clearly illustrating just how 
perfect a wife could be. This play, through its extreme 
portraits of the monstrous husband and the all-suffering wife, 
seems to be the playwright's attempt to bring women back from 
the brink of any contemplated liberation, no matter how 
justifiable the grounds for that liberation seemed. 
A Yorkshire Tragedy is a dark tragedy, as can be seen in 
its abundance of bloodshed and death. In discussing the 
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evolving Jacobean tragedy, J. Leeds Barro11 says, "Its 
corridors lead man to the extremes of his own beirig where he 
finds and loses himself in mutder, madness, dream, violent 
sexuality, terror, death, torture and mirrors of his own 
self"(385). Practically all of these qualities, sans the 
introspection, are embodied by the Yorkshire Tragedy's 
husband. He is an incurable gambler, and has lost every means 
of keeping his heretofore wealthy family afloat. He is also 
maniacally abusive to his wife and children. All of Barroll '·s 
"Jacobean" qualities are evident in a drama .which emphatically 
makes the point that men, indeed, are capable of unimaginable 
cruelty but, in spite of this, it is a woman's duty to stand 
by her husband and master. 
When the tragedy opens, the husband has already been 
having his share of problems with gambling and has gone so far 
as to have a university brother held as a type of collateral 
for his debts. The husband is taking out his rage and 
frustration on his meek wife. The first words she speaks to 
him are "Dear husband-"(Yorkshire II,29) and he immediately 
retorts with "Oh, most punishment of all, I have a 
wife"(Yorkshire II,30). This instantly sets the tone for the 
remainder of the play. 
The issue of the arranged marriage lurks at the edges of 
this drama. The true story of William Calverly revolved 
around his being in an unhappy, arranged marriage. In the 
first scenes of this tragedy, a woman appears who has been 
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waiting some time for the husband character to come back from 
the city to marry her. She finds out that he has since been 
married to the wife character and already has three children. 
The audience learns .second-hand that the unidentified woman is 
heartbroken until she is informed how lucky she i.s to have 
escaped marriage to this awful man. Though it is never 
actually stated, it seems that the husband was already 
promised a wife yet may have had some sort of relationship 
with the unidentified woman of the first scene. Evidently, he 
has left her to wait for his return. 
this situation: 
Two servants discuss 
Oliver: Sirrah Sam, I would not for two years' wages 
my young mistress knew so much. She'd run upon the 
left hand of her wit, and ne'er be her own woman 
again. 
Sam: And I think she was blessed in her cradle, that 
he never came in her bed. Why, he has consumed all, 
pawned his lands, and made his university brother 
stand in wax for him. (Yorkshire I,48-55) 
It is possible that the woman in the opening scenes could have 
been the woman to whom the husband character was promised. He 
may have impulsively abandoned her and married the "other" 
woman, which would reinforce his characterization as a 
terrible man. In either case, the true nature of the husband 
becomes increasingly evident in this scene. A decent 
gentlemen would not have allowed his lover or fiancee to wait 
in ignorance for his return. Furthermore, a decent gentlemen 
would not have promoted the idea that he was able to marry 
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anyone other than his arranged partner. All of these 
references to the husband character set us up to expect that 
his actual wife is living in misery. It is soon apparent that 
she is, in fact, living in a hell on earth. 
Every time the husband and wife converse, she pleads with 
him and he insults her. The husband is in no way depicted a~ 
a henpecked cuckold whom the audience should pity but, 
instead, as an exceedingly cold-hearted man. The emphasis, 
however, is on the wife's response to him. No matter what he 
does, his wife is obedient and loyal. At one point the 
husband goes on a tirade about his need for more money to pay 
off his gambling debts, and she says: "Yet what is mine, 
either in rings or jewels,/ Use to your own desire''(Yorkshire 
II, 60-61). She is fully aware that every penny she gives him 
will be squandered on gambling but, as the dutiful 
seventeenth~century wife, she must give him whatever he asks 
without question, and she does this unreservedly. A second 
instance of her generosity shows her going in search of 
employment for him. The wife tells her servant how she 
approached her uncle and pleaded on her husband's behalf for 
some position that might enable him to get out of debt. Her 
loving uncle obtained an appointment at court for her husband 
which would provide a substantial income and prevent his wife 
from having to sell her dowry to support him. True to his 
nasty disposition, the husband replies to this hopeful 
information with: 
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Out on thee filth! 
Over and overjoyed when I'm in torments? 
The politic whore, subtler than nine devils, 
Was this thy journey to Nunk, to set down 
The history of me, of my estate and fortunes? 
Shall I that dedicated myself to pleasure be now 
confined in service, to crouch and stand like an old 
man i'the hams, my hat off, I that never could abide 
to uncover my head i'the church? Base slut, this 
fruit bears thy complaints. (Yorkshire III, 48-57) 
This character is amazingly rotten! However, his vile na
ture 
does serve the purpose of reinforcing just how saintly his 
wife is. Most wives in the audience would never ·have to d
eal 
with a man as horrible as the husband in this play, but
 if 
they can see how dedicated the wife in the play is, desp
ite 
her terrible treatment, they should be ever grateful for th
eir 
respective situations and behave like model women. There 
is, 
of course, the possibility that in his effort to make a po
int, 
the playwright of A Yorkshire Tragedy may have overstated 
his 
case and actually incited subversion among many of the l
ess 
servile wives. 
In another instance of the husband's barbaric behaviour 
and his wife's continued patience, the husband calls all th
ree 
of his sons bastards, and his wife quietly replies, "Hea
ven 
knows how those words wrong me. But/ I may/ Endure t
hese 
griefs among a thousand more" (Yorkshire II, 66-68). This 
scene reflects men's very real preoccupation with the ac
tual 
paternity of their sons at this point in history. In
 order 
for primogeniture to work a man's sons must, in fact, be 
his 
biological sons. If this husband could discount his bl
ood 
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ties to these children, he would not be responsible for 
passing any inheritance on to ·them~ In other words, he would 
not have to claim any responsibility for those children if 
they were reaily bastards. On ·the whole, this would be rather 
convenient for a man who has gambled away all of his money. 
The good wife, though, takes all of his raving very much to 
heart, yet stands by him as a loving and faithful woman. 
Leanore Lieblein discusses the play's basis in reality: 
Better known are those plays which are based on the 
account of Walter Calverly's injury of his wife and 
murder of two of his children in 1605. Although his 
own testimony before the magistrate refers to his 
having been taunted by his wife "that the said 
children were not by him begotten, and that he hath 
found himself to be in danger of his life sundry 
times by nis wife," neither the pamphlet 
account ... nor the two plays based on it refer to any 
provocation by the wife who in all three treatments 
is a virtuous, patient, and passive victim. (Lieblein 
195) 
This poses an interesting question. Why do three separate 
writers refute Walter Calverly's testimony to the magistrate 
about his wife by portraying her as a wonderful, virtuous 
woman? Apparently the case of the Cal verly murders was 
excellent raw material for a sensational morality play of 
sorts. The wife, regardless of how she behaved in real life, 
gave A Yorkshire Tragedy's playwright the perfect opportunity 
to use her as a shining example of the "good wife." After the 
husband has called his children bastards, the wife is 
offended; she knows he is a liar but, as the playwright takes 
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great pains to show the audience, it is not her place to 
reprimand him. Repeatedly, the husband accuses and belittles 
this woman but she, the feminine ideal, suffers in silence. 
There is no "other man" in this pl~y to tempt her female 
weaknesses, so the audience is sure that she is faithful, and 
her husband is wrong. This obviously contradicts what Walter 
Calverly recounted to the. magistrate three years prior to the 
writ~ng of this play. However, considering that the man was 
a child murderer trying to save his own skin, it is unlikely 
that anyone would have believed him. 
When the drama opens, the wife evidently has already 
given her husband most of her worldly possessions to support 
his habits, but now he demands that she sell her dowry for 
him. It is directly after this that she negotiates the 
position at court with her uncle. In the twentieth century, 
most men would have received a packed suitcase and a set of 
divorce papers by this point, but the virtuous, Jacobean wife 
replies: "Sir, do but turn a gentle eye on me,/ And what the 
law shall give me leave to do/ You shall command"(Yorkshire 
II, 89-91). At one point, the husband makes a very telling 
statement about women that eerily echoes what was most 
probably the male gender's general sentiment: "That Heaven 
should say we must not sin and yet made/ women; gives our 
senses way to find pleasure which/ being found confounds 
us!"(Yorkshire IV, 57-59). Women can be an occasion of sin 
just by tbeir very presence, so they must be subdued for the 
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good of mankind. This all fits very neatly into the 
historical context of King james 's reign. James wrote a 
prominent book against witchcraft (Figes 61), and helped to 
reinforce the belief in the evil nature of woman which was 
suppo~ed to date back to Eve~ Womankind made a fatal error in 
the person of Eve, and has thus brought suffering and pain to 
the whole of humanity. Her feminine wiles will continue to 
test mankind's strength, and it his duty to keep her under 
control so as to protect all men from being led into sin. Eva 
Figes suggests that "one can perhaps regard large-scale witch-
hunting as the Christian Church's last desperate attempt to 
conquer the Devil in man himself -- sexuality in the shape of 
woman"(Figes 62). Ironically, the wife of A Yorkshire Tragedy 
is the subdued woman whom all women should emulate when they 
are wives. 
Midway through the play, the husband decides that he will 
not suffer the embarrassment of seeing his wife and children 
as beggars. In reality, he either did not want to see 
bastards in his home and the woman who was responsible for 
them, or he did not want ·to be financially responsible for the 
children if, in fact, they were his true sons. The only 
solution he can devise is to kill them all. The madness and 
terror surrounding the tragedy's villain have now escalated to 
murder. How could any wife and mother survive this? 
Apparently, if she is a virtuous and dedicated woman, society 
and complete faith in God will give her the strength to carry 
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on. 
The husband has one of his small sons come to him. What 
follows verges on the truly melodramatic: 
Husband: Up sir, for here thou hast no inheritance 
left. 
Son: Oh, what will you do, father? I am your white 
boy. 
Husband: Thou shalt be my red boy; take that. 
(strikes him) 
Son: Oh, you hurt me, father. 
Husband: My eldest beggar, thou shalt not live to 
ask an usurer bread, to cry at a great man's gate, 
or follow 'Good your Honor' by a couch. No, nor 
your brother; 'tis charity to brain you. (Yorkshire 
IV, 98-105) 
It is almost ridiculous that this father would kill his 
children to protect them from the poverty that he caused. 
Never is it mentioned that -he might be insane or diseased. 
The focus seems to be that he is unbelievably horrible, yet 
his.wife stands by him. Soon after this, he tears another son 
from its mother's arms a·nd kills him as well. The wife 
endures all at this murder as well as an injury sustained 
while fighting to hold onto her baby. Finally, the madman is 
apprehended, and a truly astounding thing happens. The 
murdering husband is captured, and the wife earnestly says: 
"Thou should' st not (·be assured) for these faults die/ If the 
law could forgive as soon as I" ( Yorkshire VI I I, 31-32) . After 
all that this man has put her through, she, as the embodiment 
of all that is good in a wife, is preparerl to forgive him and 
plead for his pardon. Even to a Jacobean audience, this 
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behaviour would have been almost impossible to accept; 
however, it did stress the devotion of this woman as a wife. 
A Yorkshire Tragedy's wife .is the ideal in that she is faced 
with the worst possible marriage scenario and still maintains 
her obedience, faithfulness, and forgiveness to the bitter 
end. The moral here is obvious: every man should have a wife 
like this, and this is the kind of wife every woman should 
strive to be. This woman's reward is not only the prospect of 
an eternal life in Heaven, but the blessings of society and 
peers who hold her in the highest esteem. She was undoubtedly 
designed as a role model who happened to have an historical 
model, which surely added to her credibility. The wife's 
final speech in the play is directed to her husband as they 
cart him off to prison: 
Dearer than all is my poor husband's life. 
Heaven give my body strength, which yet is faint 
With much expense of blood, and I will kneel, 
Sue for his life, number up all my friends 
To plead for pardon for my dear husband's life. 
(Yorkshire VIII, 65-69) 
The wife has lost blood from the wounds that this man has 
inflicted upon her; in addition, she has suffered terrible 
loss in the deaths of her children. Yet, she is prepared to 
beg for her husband's life. Could any man legitimately expect 
to have a wife like this? Whether or not the wife's behaviour 
in A Yorkshire Tragedy was deemed to be possible in real life, 
women who simply strove to imitate her would automatically be 
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better women and wives . If nothing else, this character 
surely reinforces the expected roles of women in a society 
that was recovering from the lengthy reign of a femal~ monarch 





be pointless to try· to 
Arden of Feversham, A 
deduce what the 




Kindness, and A Yorkshire Tragedy really had in mind when they 
wrote these dramas. It is equally pointless· to deny the fact 
that entertainment is directly influenced by the society and 
time period of which it is a part. Whether or not the 
tragedies studied in this paper were purposely crafted to 
reaffirm a woman's proper rol~ in a given society, they do, in 
fact, reflect the ideologies of that era. 
These plays, two of which -are based on incidents in 
contemporary society, undoubtedly thrilled and horrified as 
well as enlightened and even angered the audience members who 
sat transfixed some four hundred years ago watching the events 
unfold. Obviously, someone thought that these plays were 
worthwhile, which is why they are still in existence. I 
venture to say that a great deal of their importance lies in 
what they say directly and indirectly about the female sex in 
Renaissance England. 
The various playwrights assig·n just rewards for the 
behaviours of each of the wives in these stories. Female 
audience members could choose either to heed this sage advice 
or to scoff and risk being reprimanded by the men in their 
lives. Arden's albatross made a cuckold of him, lied to him, 
tried to poison him once, and eventually succeeded in 
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murdering him. The author has taken Alice tone~ heights in 
his depiction of a bad wife. This is not a situation where 
the woman is, simply, a shrew. This woman is very dangerous 
as a direct consequence of her deceit; in her skillful acting 
lies her power and in her basis in fact lies her horror. 
Arden never managed to acquire a~y actual proof that his wife 
was committing adultery before he was murdered. Sixteenth-
century men could f_ind Alice a believable and frightening 
example of an uncontrollable wife. The just reward for Alice 
is death, and the playwright sees to it that her demise. is 
sufficiently gruesome. 
Assuming that there is a gray area in the black-and-white 
Renaissance conception of sin, this is where Anne Frankford 
fits in. Although she has committed a heinous crime against 
the institution of marriage, she behaves most admirably after 
her fall. Initially, she appears in the play as every man's 
dream girl, and even when the weakness of her sex leads to her 
downfall, she handles herself with such grace that she does 
not- die an altogether hideous death. Anne expects to be slain 
by h8r husband as is her due. John is equally admirable in 
that he does not kill his wife for her treachery, but in the 
end, forgives her. Out of grief and remorse, Anne does, 
however, die an entirely appropriate death considering her 
virtues and failings. Anne's reward for her behaviour has not 
been a violent end at the hands of her husband but, instead, 
a "milder" demise through sorrow and starvation. 
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In A Yorkshire Tragedy, the playwright has given us the 
extreme and remotely factual representation of the "good 
wife." This woman is burdened with the worst adversities life 
could offer, yet manages to pull through with all her 
patience, meekness,- and forgiveness still intact. The moral 
here seems rather obvious, regardless of the women in the 
audience who well may have felt that the Yorkshire wife was an 
idiot: every man should have a wife like this, and this is the 
kind of wife every woman should strive to be. An undercurrent 
in the play hints that it is a shame that this woman's talents 
were wasted on such an awful man. Either way one looks at it, 
she is the epitome of the perfect wife. The fact that this 
woman was loosely based in reality helped to reinforce her 
power as a role model for all those potentially wayward women 
in the audience. 
Each of these dramas has depicted a particular kind of 
woman. All three women are wives, yet they cover a broad 
spectrum of social behaviours. By taking into consideration 
the historical and literary information I have presented here 
regarding the years spanning the end of Queen Elizabeth I's 
reign and the commencement of King James I's reign, it can be 
seen that the patriarchy determined the cultural agenda even 
as far as public entertainment was concerned. Women, 
theoretically, could do whatever they chose to do; however, in 
the end, they had to answer to a higher authority, an 
authority who, for all practical purposes, was her God on 
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earth: man. England's theater in the years 1592 through 1608 
very distinctly reflected that hierarchy. 
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NOTES 
1. In the play this is the field in which Arden's body is 
deposited after the murder. According to Catherine Belsey's 
historical information garnered from Holinshed and Wine's 
Revels edition of the play (cited on page 84 of "Alice Arden's 
Crime,") the imprint of Thomas Arden's corpse remained on the 
ground for two years as a testament to his crime. 
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